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ome say that serving in the military helps to turn a boy into

manhood.  At first, I do not quite understand what it means,

thinking that it is no different than a military teaching film, with what

seems like endless daily drills, and never-ending tough chores, listen-

ing to the platoon leader's shouting sessions, and then discharged hon-

orably.  I could not figure out why undergoing the so-called roughing

would truly turn one to grow up and mature?  So on the way that I

boarded the train and headed for the new recruit training unit, the

uneasy feeling I felt inside was beyond words.

Still recall when I first received the enlisting list, I was rudely

reawaken from my dreams, and knowing that the inevitable would

always come, I still could not help but feeling anxious.  Boarding the

train bound for the first stop of fulfilling my national service

"Chenkung Ling", I really had a multitude of feelings surged up in the

heart. Other guys of my group appeared to be relaxed, but I knew

everyone was feeling uneasy about the unknown destination!  Upon

our arrival at "Chenkung Ling", there were a series of preparations

from hair-cutting to receiving daily supplies. Though all of these were

daily trifles, they became something like significant events, pressuring

me hard to breathe and even difficult to swallow anything for the din-

ner.  During the new recruit training, what we expected most everyday

were the chowtime and the bedtime.  I sometimes felt so hungry after

non-stop training ended that I could swallow the whole cattle; sleeping

hours were also the only moment we could fully relax and rest.  At that

time, I realized that what a happy thing it would be if I could arrange

my own life as I desire. One of the interesting things as I recalled was

the Kentucky fried chicken my senior classmates brought to me at par-

ent-teacher meeting, and I never thought it was so tasty.  In the new

recruit training, I was always sweating a lot on the way to the shooting

range; one time I suddenly found out the sky was so beautiful and sim-

ple happiness was actually so easily won when I unconsciously looked

on the white cloud lined with the blue sky 

Upon concluding my boot camp training, I have drawn my place-

ment for going to the Southern Costal Patrol Office that everyone

though was a cool unit.  With my training boot camp in Pintung's

Jialutang, it was there I learned of the nature and importance of the

Coast Guard, gaining further knowledge and understanding. A series

of legal courses and professional education and training had helped to
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expand my horizon. Following the joyous training, it was finally time

for me to report to my placement, where I could apply the professional

knowledge and skills I had learned, setting off a new milestone in my

military career.  Honestly, recalling when I was still a rookie, being in a

strange environment, and having what seemed endless duties to learn,

the director and senior officers had pushed us to the limit and watched

our every move, only to assimilate us quickly into the routine of the

security office, and accelerate our skills for taking over the jobs. The

hell-like orientation experience, coupled with Coast Guard duty

demands, had deprived me of my normal routine, kept me awake at

night for fear of oversleeping when came the time for me to serve the

guard post duty. Though with psychological pressure and physical

fatigue and my screaming inside as to why these hellish days would be

over soon, I did try to convince myself that this was only temporary

and it would soon be over. Now came to think of it, it was my mom

that endured the toughest experience, whom I often unrelentingly

unloaded my emotional burden to.

With this kind of routine lasting not very long, I received junior

officer training, which had brought me to a closer understanding of

being a law enforcement officer with the Coast Guard, and feeling

proud that I was able to apply what I have learned in servicing the peo-

ple, but proud to become a corporal.  Upon returning to my company, I

worked hard to learn and adjust myself. Indeed, being able to coura-

geously and truthfully confront one's fear, and attempting to overcome

the obstacle for self challenge had made every hard work worthwhile,

and perfecting one's thoughts alone the way as well. When doing the

duty alone, one tended to need to rely on oneself to resolve the problem

being that there was no one to count on, which might begun with trem-

ble, rapid breath, but one tended to be able to overcome the fear by ris-

ing to the situation for deriving a set of doctrines to follow. At the

moment when the work is finally done, though tired I felt somehow

stronger and more courageous in my heart.

Now with a little over two months from discharging, watching

the people around me coming and going and observing how new

recruits have changed from being nervous, uncertain to being experi-

enced and skillful have brought joy to my heart.  I do believe that even

though with difficulties, as long as one does not give up, or being con-

fused or defeated by the devil in one's heart, by enlisting help from

your senior and going about things step by step to constantly adjust

oneself through failure and adjust one's way of doing things, one will

eventually find the most efficient way to conquer every tough challenge

that lies ahead. Some say that serving in the military helps to turn a boy

into manhood, which does hold certain truth. Moreover, serving the

military duty also lends the opportunity to make enduring good

friends and partners that last a lifetime.  Joining the Coast Guard does

not necessarily mean having an easier life, yet it quickens the pace for

one to deal with difficulties and hardship independently, and become

smoother and more effective in approaching and dealing with things in

general.

(The author is currently with Yen Pu Security Inspection Office

under the Sixth Coast Patrol Corps)




